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A B S T R A C T

In the present work, structural fatigue experiments were performed on a Ti-26Nb alloy subjected to different
thermomechanical treatments: a severe cold rolling, a solution treatment and two aging treatments at low-
temperature conducted after cold rolling in order to optimize the kinetics of precipitation. The aim is to
investigate the effect of microstructural refinement obtained by these processes on fatigue performances.

Preliminary tensile tests were performed on each state and analyzed in terms of the microstructure
documented by using X-Ray diffraction and TEM analysis. These tests clearly promote the short-time-aged cold-
rolled state with a fine α and ω phases precipitation. An interesting balance between mechanical properties such
as high strength and low Young's modulus has been obtained.

Cyclic bending tests were carried out in air at 0.5%, 1%, 2% and 3% imposed strain amplitudes. At low
straining amplitude, where the fatigue performances are at their best, the cold-rolled state does not break at
3×106 cycles and the long-time aged precipitation hardened state seems to be a good competitor compared to
the cold-rolled state.

All failure characteristics are documented by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) micrographs and
analyzed in term of microstructure.

1. Introduction

Due to their attractive mechanical properties, corrosion resistance
and excellent cold workability, biocompatible (Williams, 2008) meta-
stable β-titanium alloys have attracted much attention for medical
applications. During the last decade, Nickel-free low modulus β-
titanium alloys were developed and characterized. Efforts were made
through many studies to improve their properties in order to fulfill the
application requirements (Hanada et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2006;
Miyazaki et al., 2006; Geetha et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2010; Li et al.,
2011; Niinomi et al., 2012). In particular, the refinement of the
microstructure through thermomechanical treatments was given as
an efficient way to improve the mechanical properties (Kim et al., 2006;
Elmay et al., 2013; Elmay et al., 2014). Thus, low-temperature
associated to short-time aging treatment performed on severe cold
deformed material contributes to an interesting combination of high
strength, large recoverable strain and low elastic modulus.

Furthermore, most devices used for biomedical applications are
solicited under fatigue conditions. Therefore, the characterization of
the fatigue behavior is nowadays a major investigation for biomaterials

titanium alloys in order to evaluate their durability and their reliability.
Many authors have contributed to a better understanding of fatigue
behavior of titanium alloys. Some under rotating-bending mode
(Miyazaki et al., 1999; Wagner et al., 2004; Young and Van Vliet,
2005; Bahia et al., 2006; Figueiredo et al., 2009; Pelton et al. 2013),
others under three-point bending mode (Xue et al., 2007; Bourauel
et al., 2008). Some authors have also worked on the fatigue perfor-
mance of non-toxic Nickel-free Titanium alloys by performing cycling
under tension mode (Akahori et al., 2005; Boehlert et al., 2005;
Niinomi, 2003; Niinomi et al., 2007; Niinomi, 2007; Boehlert et al.,
2008; Frotscher et al., 2009; Tahara et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009;
Song et al., 2015; Sheremetyev et al., 2016). An evaluation of fatigue
performance of aged materials beforehand solution treated has been
the subject of the majority of these different studies. Few of these
authors have considered the effect of aging treatments after cold-rolling
(Akahori et al., 2005; Niinomi, 2007). However, the effect of aging time
and more particularly of a short-treatment has not been taken into
account. For instance, in these studies, long times aging are investi-
gated (28.8 ks for Boehlert et al., 2005 and 259.2 ks for Akahori et al.,
2005). The operating conditions and materials being different, a result
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comparison is not conceivable.
In the present study, the bending mode was chosen to characterize

the fatigue life of a Ni-free biocompatible β-titanium alloy. This mode is
appropriate for the fatigue of bone-plates and fixation devices com-
monly used for complicated fractures (Niinomi and Nakai, 2011). The
selected Ni-free biocompatible β-titanium alloy was the Ti-26Nb alloy
(at%). Bending straining was carried out on four metallurgical states: a
severe hardening by cold rolling (CR), a solution treatment (ST)
followed by water quenching (WQ) and two aging treatments con-
ducted after severe hardening, at a low temperature of 573 K for two
different aging times, a short one at 0.6 ks and a twelve time longer one
at 7.2 ks. The low aging temperature associated to the short-time
treatment has a nanostructuring effect of the ω and/or α phases
precipitation occurring during aging of β-titanium alloys. These pre-
cipitates have an influence on the stability of the β phase; Limiting their
coarsening leads to the obtaining of nanoscaled phases with a fine
dispersion and a low volume fraction allowing the limitation of
detrimental effects such as a loss of ductility and an increase in elastic
modulus (Ohmori et al., 1998; Sun et al. 2011; Elmay et al., 2014).

Finally, this paper has to be considered as a contribution to a better
understanding of the effect of microstructural refinement and nanos-
caled precipitates obtained by thermomechanical processing on the
fatigue life and the fracture characteristics of Ni-free β- titanium alloys.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Material

A Ti-26Nb (at%) ingot was obtained using the cold crucible
levitation melting technique (CCLM) under high purity Ar atmosphere
using ultra-pure titanium and niobium raw materials (Morita et al.,
2000). This ingot was then subjected to a thermal homogenization
treatment at 1223 K during 72 ks under high purity Ar atmosphere
followed by water quenching. A severe cold rolling (CR) process was
performed on the Ti-26Nb homogenized ingot. The achieved cold
rolling thickness reduction rate was about 95% nominal strain. The
material was flat bars with a rectangular cross section of width and
height (b and h) respectively equal to 1.88 mm and 0.8 mm± 0.04 mm.
The longitudinal direction of the bars was parallel to the rolling
direction.

Four states were investigated for the present study: a cold rolled
state issued from the severe cold rolling process previously described, a
solution treated state and two cold rolled aging states. The solution
treated state was obtained by a solution treatment (ST) performed
above the β transus at 1173 K for 3.6 ks on the cold rolled sample and
then water quenched. Concerning aging treatments, most authors
make the choice to apply them after a ST state (Akahori et al., 2005;
Boehlert et al., 2005; Niinomi, 2007; Niinomi et al., 2007; Boehlert
et al., 2008; Frotscher et al., 2009; Tahara et al., 2009; Zhang et al.,
2009; Song et al., 2015). In the present study, the aging treatments
were applied after the CR process in order to get maximum benefit
from the hyperdeformed structure in which nucleation sites promote
the kinetic precipitation of new phases (Furuhara et al., 2001) leading
to improve hardening. Aging treatments were conducted under ultra
pure Ar atmosphere at a low temperature of 573 K for either a short
time period of 0.6 ks or a twelve time longer period of 7.2 ks. These
treatments were followed by water quenching (WQ). These four states
were respectively called CR, CR/ST/WQ, CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ and CR/
573K‐7.2ks/WQ.

Surface roughness of samples was measured by a Leica confocal and
interferometry 3D microscope. For each of the four states, the mean
transverse value, determined from three different regions on samples,
is less than 0.5 μm. The samples surface was therefore left without
polishing. An X-Ray diffractometer equipped with curved position
sensitive detector with Cu-Ka radiation was used to identify the
different phases present in the samples after the different thermo-

mechanical treatments. Thin foils were extracted from flat bars using a
FIB Zeiss Auriga 40 equipped with both electronic and ionic columns
(Gemini and Orsay Physics Cobra, repectively). An ionic Ga beam of
30 kV was used. Thin foils were finished under a beam of 5 kV before
extraction in order to eliminate amorphous layers induced by the high
energy abrasion. Microstructure observations were done using a Philips
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) operating at 200 kV.

The failure characteristics were analyzed using a Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) operating at an acceleration voltage of 30 kV.

2.2. Experimental testing

Bending fatigue tests complemented by preliminary common
tensile tests were undertaken on the four CR, CR/ST/WQ, CR/573K‐
0.6ks/WQ and CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ states in order to identify the best
candidate to medical applications.

2.2.1. Preliminary tensile testing
Room temperature uniaxial tensile tests up to 3% strain were

performed at a strain rate of 2×10−3 s−1 using a Zwick testing machine.
Tensile direction was parallel to the rolling direction and strain was
measured with an extensometer.

2.2.2. Bending fatigue testing
Bending testing is appropriate for the study of the fatigue life of

bone-plates and fixation devices commonly used for complicated
fractures.

Fatigue tests were conducted at room temperature using a bending
set-up and an automated servo-hydraulic MTS mechanical testing
machine equipped with a 0.25 kN force transducer adapted to the
specimens answer. The cyclic mechanical strain were applied to the
specimen by cyclical compressive displacements using a sinusoidal
profile at a frequency of 5 Hz. Fatigue tests were undertaken at 3%, 2%,
1% and 0.5% maximum strain amplitudes on sample surfaces by using
respectively, according to relation (1), loading cylinders of 13.3 mm,
20 mm, 40 mm, and 80 mm radii of curvature R. The values of the
compressive displacements necessary to obtain the required strain
amplitude have been experimentally verified for each cylinder using a
strain gauge placed on the specimen surface.

ε h R= /2 (1)

(Eggeler et al.,2004; Wagner et al.,2004; Pelton et al., 2013)
The maximum stress σxxmax (relation 2) due to the bending

moment M in the central section of the sample never exceed
250 MPa. Iz represents the second moment of area with respect to
the vertical axis.

σ h M I= /2xx zmax (2)

The fatigue limit, at which the specimen did not break, was set at
3×106 cycles in this study. A standard hip-joint should be able to
support about 2×106 cycles per year (Windler and Klabunde, 2001).
For each state, all fatigue tests were performed twice or more in case of
scattering of the results.

Some fatigue tests were instrumented with a FLIR infrared thermal
camera in order to verify the adiabatic condition during the fatigue
tests. No representative variation in temperature (below 1 K) has been
registered.

All tests were instrumented with a Microsoft HD camera taking
views at 1 min shooting interval to detect precisely the failure moment
of samples. Therefore, this approach allowing real-time monitoring of
the test can be considered as an in-situ method compared to other
methods commonly used such as low current detection.



3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructure

XRD analyses (Fig. 1a) were carried out on the four states in order
to identify the present phases engendered by the different thermo-
mechanical treatments. To characterize the microstructure more pre-
cisely, XRD results were complemented by optical micrograph and
TEM images for the solution treated (Fig. 1b), the CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ

aged specimen (Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d) and the CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ aged
specimen (Fig. 1e and Fig. 1f).

According to the XRD pattern, the initial CR state revealed the
presence of both β phase and α’’ stress-induced martensite (Fig. 1a).
For the solution treated specimen (ST), the α’’ phase completely
disappeared and only the β phase is detected (Fig. 1a). The athermal
ω phase usually obtained during quenching is not observed. It is
reported that athermal ω phase precipitation depends on annealing
temperature before quenching (Prima et al., 2000a, 2000b). The
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Fig. 1. (a) X-Ray diffraction profiles obtained for the CR, CR/ST/WQ, CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ, and CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ Ti-26Nb specimens, (b) microstructure obtained for the CR/ST/
WQ specimen, (c) and (d) TEM micrographs of the CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ specimen with bright field image of obtained microstructure and the corresponding diffraction pattern along
[110]β zone axis and dark field image showing nano-sized ω precipitates and (e) and (f) TEM micrographs of the CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ specimen with bright field image of obtained
microstructure and the corresponding diffraction pattern along [113]β zone axis and dark field image showing nano-precipitates.



recrystallized β-grains size is of about 80–100 μm according to the
optical micrograph (Fig. 1b). For the Ti-26Nb alloy aged at 573 K after
cold rolling, the α’’ phase has completely disappeared and a coexistence
of β, ω and α phases is observed on the XRD patterns of both aging
times samples (Fig. 1a). TEM micrographs on the aged alloy at 573 K
(Fig. 1c and Fig. 1e) revealed a deformed microstructure with
elongated blocks identified as β domains, as well as many crystal
defects which could be considered as nucleation sites for the secondary
phases.TEM micrographs confirmed the precipitation of the ω and α
phases.

These results are in agreement with literature results for the Ti-
23Nb-0.7Ta-2Zr (TNTZ) titanium alloy (Akahori et al., 2005). It has
also been reported that a cold rolled β/α" metastable β-titanium alloy
can be subjected, via easily homogeneous lattice deformation, to the
successive α"→β→ω transformations, during aging in the range of
473–673 K (Ohmori et al., 1998). The observed ω phase has to be only
related to the isothermal ω phase (Silcock, 1958; Froes et al., 1980).
This phase has been represented by a core depleted in Nb and
surrounded by a β area slightly more rich in Nb than the β matrix in
Ti-Nb alloys (Lyon, 1981). Indeed, during the course of aging, the
isothermal ω precipitates formation is controlled by the enrichment of
the β matrix with the alloying element (Hickman, 1969). Thus, it
increases the β phase stability (Duerig and Williams, 1980; Hao et al.,
2007; Kent et al., 2010; Elmay et al., 2013) and therefore the
transforming driving force needed to induce the α" martensitic phase
is increased (Moffat and Larbalestier, 1988; Ohmori et al., 1998;
Ohmori et al., 2001).

The α phase formation during aging for β-titanium alloys has also
well been observed by different authors. However, its training mode
presents a lack of agreement in the literature. It has been suggested
that the ω phase acts as the precursor of the α phase either through a
direct way, transforming itself into α phase (Hickman, 1969; Froes
et al., 1980) or in an indirect way involving either a single mechanism
(Ohmori et al., 1998; Ohmori et al., 2001) or a twin mechanism (Prima
et al., 2000a, 2000b). According to the single mechanism, the α phase
would nucleate at the ω/β interfaces by consuming the ω phase during
the course of aging (Ohmori et al. 1998; Ohmori et al., 2001).
According to the double mechanism, the α phase would involve both
a displacive ω→β reversion at intermediate aging temperature and the
precipitation of α phase in the depleted areas β-stabilizer of the β-
matrix (Prima et al. 2000b). One can however note that for a Ti-26Nb
alloy aged at 573 K being firstly solution treated, the β+ω microstruc-
ture has only been observed (Moffat and Larbalestier, 1988).

It has also been reported that direct α phase should be promoted
due to the heterogeneous nucleation sites (dislocations or subbound-
aries) resulting from the processing history (Froes et al., 1980). Some
studies highlight the formation of direct α phase in form of round
precipitates at β grain boundaries ("necklace" microstructure) for β
titanium alloys subjected to a thermomechanical processing (Sauer and
Luetjering, 2001; Xu et al., 2016). Heterogeneous direct α phase has
also been observed at β grains boundaries for a solution-treated Ti-Mo-
Fe-Al alloy aged above 663 K. The spheroidization of the α phase was
obtained under continued aging (Azimzadeh and Rack, 1998).

For the short-time aged specimen, the ω and α phases precipitates
are in low proportion in view of their weak intensity spots (surrounded
by white circle, in the diffraction pattern, Fig. 1c). It is important to
note that spots intensity corresponding to these phases (surrounded by
white circle in the diffraction pattern, Fig. 1e) is higher for longer
isothermal holding of 7.2 ks at 573 K than those observed for short-
time aging which confirms a higher volume fraction of these precipi-
tates. This result is in agreement with XRD results (Fig. 1a) showing
additional peaks of both phases.

The intragranular ω precipitates observed on Fig. 1d and Fig. 1f
have an ellipsoidal morphology and their size along the major axis is of
about 10–20 nm for the short-time aging (0.6 ks) and of about 3–5 nm
for the longer-time one (7.2 ks). The ω particles size decreases with the
increasing of the isothermal holding time while the volume fraction of
the α phase increases. This observation suggests that ω phase could
gradually be replaced by α phase leading to a smaller precipitation with
the increase of the aging time which is in agreement with the precursor
role of ω phase in the formation of α phase during isothermal holding
(Prima et al., 2006).

Furthermore, it is important to note that the α phase particles of
about 40–60 nm is observed along the β grain boundaries for the
hyper-deformed microstructure aged at 573 K during 7.2 ks (Fig. 1e).

The microstructures engendered by the different thermomechanical
treatments are summarized in Table 1.

3.2. Preliminary tensile testing

The stress-strain tensile curves up to 3% of the CR, CR/573K‐0.6ks/
WQ, CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ and CR/ST/WQ states, presented in Fig. 2,
clearly show the great influence of the thermo-mechanical treatments
on the mechanical properties. A focus concerning the evolution of the
incipient elastic modulus E (defined by the slope of the tangent at zero
stress as shown in Fig. 2), the critical stress for induced martensite
σc(im), the critical stress for slip σcs and the rupture when it is present is
given in the light of the microstructural results and more specifically
with regard to the stability of the β phase. The mechanical properties
are reported in Table 2.

The solution-treated specimen displays a Young's modulus of about
48 GPa which is quite close to that of the cortical bone (max 27 GPa). A
first deformation mechanism corresponding to reversible stress-in-
duced martensite is occurring from the metastable β phase (Kim et al.,
2007) at the required critical induced martensite stress, σc(im), of about
360 MPa (Fig. 2) followed by martensite variant reorientation (Liu and
Xiang, 1998). A second mechanism referring to plasticity appears at
2.5% strain at a critical stress for slip, σcs, of about 600 MPa.

The cold rolled CR state is characterized by an incipient elastic
modulus of 54 GPa slightly superior to that of the solution treated-
specimen and an enhanced critical stress for slip deformation, σcs, of
about 900 MPa at around 2% strain. These results have to be linked to
the presence of the many crystal defects introduced within the β phase
having the effect to block the dislocation motion.

The results obtained for aged specimens at 573 K highlight the
strong dependence of the mechanical properties on the aging time and
consequently the influence of the volume fraction of the (α + ω) phases.
The relative elastic modulus according to the different phases has been
established as follow: Eβ < Eα < Eω (Bowen,1971; Larson and
Zarkades,1974).

At short-time aging (0.6 ks), the elastic modulus does not vary
significantly compared to that of the initial cold rolled state which is
consistent with the TEM results showing a low volume fraction of the α
+ ω precipitates. However, for twelve time longer aging (7.2 ks), the
elastic modulus is about 1.5 times higher (68 GPa) which is due to a
higher volume fraction of the (α + ω) nanoscale precipitates.

Furthermore, the amount of ω and α phases in the aged alloys
caused a substantial improvement of the critical stress for slip, σcs, with
respect to aging time. Compared to the critical stress for slip of the CR

Table 1
Table summarizing the microstructure engendered by the different thermomechanical
treatments.

Ti-26Nb states Microstructure

CR Hyperdeformed β phase+ Stress-induced martensite
α’’ + many crystal defects

CR/573 K Hyperdeformed β phase + ( α + ω) nanoprecipitates
(0.6 ks/WQ and

7.2 ks/WQ)
CR/ST/WQ Recrystallized β phase - grains of 80–100 μm



state (900 MPa), the improvement is of about 16% (1052 MPa) and
32% (1192 MPa) for respectively the 0.6 ks and 7.2 ks aging-time
states. According to literature, the α phase increases the yield stress to
a lesser extent than the ω phase (Williams et al., 1971).

Finally, a plastic deformation occurred in the case of the low-time
aging (0.6 ks) while a sudden break was observed at low macroscopic
strain ( < 3%) in the case of the longer time aging (7.2 ks). This later
state with smaller ω particles and a larger amount of α phase observed
at β grains boundary has indeed failed at low strain amplitude and its
post-mortem SEM micrograph (Fig. 3) shows a dimpled morphology,
which is characteristic of fast ductile fracture.

The preliminary up to 3% strain common tensile tests undertaken
on the CR, CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ, CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ and CR/ST/WQ
states clearly promote the short-time aged β-titanium alloy. However,
this first result has to be confirmed by fatigue life results.

3.3. Bending fatigue testing

3.3.1. Fatigue life results
Fatigue life results, represented by a plot of strain amplitude εa

versus number of cycles to failure, log Nf (Fig. 4), are quite reprodu-
cible and show a thermo-mechanical treatments dependence. The
fatigue limit, at which the specimen was declared not failed, was set
at 3×106 cycles. The regions below and upon 105 cycles correspond
respectively to the Low and the High Cycle Fatigue (LCF, HCF) life
regions.

The solution treated specimen displays the lowest fatigue perfor-
mances by remaining in the LCF life region even for tests performed at
0.5% maximum strain amplitude.

It is important to bear in mind that for this state the first
deformation mechanism is the reversible β↔α" martensitic transfor-
mation. Therefore, cycling under this reversible mechanism has the

Fig. 2. Stress-strain curves up to 3% strain CR, CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ, CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ and CR/ST/WQ Ti-26Nb specimens under uniaxial tensile tests performed at room
temperature.

Table 2
Mechanical properties obtained after 3% strain for CR, CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ, CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ and CR/ST/WQ Ti-26Nb specimens.

Tensile Mechanical Properties Ti-26Nb States

CR CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ CR/ST/WQ
CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ

Incipient elastic modulus E ( ± 3 GPa) ~ 54 ~ 45 (0.6 ks) ~ 48
~ 68 (7.2 ks)

Critical stress for induced martensite σc(im) ( ± 5 MPa) – – 360
Critical stress for slip σcs (MPa) 904 1052 (0.6 ks) > 600

1190 (7.2 ks)

Rupture ( up to 3% strain) – at ~ 2.6% (7.2 ks) –

Fig. 3. SEM micrograph of CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ post-mortem specimen showing
microvoids characteristic of a rapid ductile fracture.



effect of localizing deformation, and thus reaching the plastic domain
faster. The critical stress for induced martensite under present bending
cycling is determined relatively lower (≤ 250 MPa) than that under
tensile curves (360 MPa). However, it has been reported that during
cycling under tension, the transformation stress of solution treated
alloys decreases from the first loading cycles (Kim et al., 2006; Tahara
et al., 2009). This latter result applied to a bending cycling justifies the
fact that the phase transformation could be reached at the low value of
about 250 MPa.

The cold rolled (CR) and cold rolled aged (CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ and
CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ) specimen revealing a strong hardening under
tension have quite close fatigue life performances under 3%, 2% and
1% strain amplitude, and exhibit high fatigue resistance at 0.5% strain.
More than 3×106 cycles have been achieved for the CR specimen. For
the cold-rolled short-time (0.6 ks) aged specimens, this performance
drops to the mean value of 1.7×105 cycles. Furthermore, in the case of
the twelve time longer (7.2 ks) aged specimens, the performances are
well improved with a dispersion, confirmed by supplemented tests,

from 6.7×105 cycles to more than 3×106 cycles.
Fatigue results established that the short-time aged (0.6 ks) cold-

rolled specimen that was the best candidate under tension testing (best
compromise between elastic modulus, Yield stress and deformation),
finally has low fatigue performances compared to that of the CR and
CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ sates.

The cold rolled specimen (CR) which exhibits residual stress and
many crystal defects, enhanced in a reproducible manner the fatigue
performances by a factor greater than 50 compared to that of the CR/
573K‐0.6ks/WQ state. Considering its mechanical properties, which
are quite satisfactory under tension, as well as this excellent fatigue
performance, the Ti-26Nb alloy at this state could be a good candidate
for biomedical applications.

These results are supplemented by further data on macroscopic
fracture and SEM micrographs.

3.3.2. Macroscopic fatigue fracture
Table 3 describes the macroscopic fatigue fracture for each of the

Fig. 4. Fatigue life results of Ti-26Nb flat bars under bending fatigue in air.

Table 3
Description of macroscopic failure for the CR, CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ, CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ and CR/ST/WQ states under bending
fatigue and from 0.5% to 3% maximum strain amplitude.



four CR, CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ, CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ and CR/ST/WQ
states under bending fatigue from 0.5% to 3% maximum strain
amplitudes. Information as to whether the sample belongs to the
LCF or the HCF regime is added.

Most post-mortem samples that are declared failed according to ε/
Nf curves show a bended form with a visible crack on their face loaded
under tension (Fig. 5a). This is the case in the LCF regime for the four
types of microstructure tested. In the HCF regime, the CR/573K‐0.6ks/
WQ state at 0.5% amplitude strain failed either partially or fully. In the
case of the broken piece CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ state at 0.5% amplitude
strain, the sample has fully failed.

As illustrated in Fig. 5.b with the sequence of three shots HD
camera capturing at 1 min interval, failure occurs quite suddenly.

3.3.3. Fracture surface
SEM observations have been made on 1% fatigue strain postmor-

tem specimens (Fig. 6) for the four states. Damage details are also
given on the micrographs.

The bottom and the upper half-thicknesses parts of the micrographs
correspond to the parts of sample loaded respectively under tension
and compression. According to the bending fatigue mode, the max-
imum amplitude strain (stress) is on the external faces.

The solution treated specimen (ST) exhibits a damage that seems to
propagate in a brittle way (Fig. 6a and Fig. 6a1) on almost the entire
surface of the specimen. The austenitic β grains of about 80–100 μm
are well observed as well as large parallel lines appearing within these
grains (Fig. 6a2). These lines could be interpreted as intragranular
twining and/or slip traces. These plastic mechanisms accommodate the
deformation once the amount of stress-induced martensite α̎'' appear-
ing during cycling stabilizes. The {332} < 113 > twinning has already
been observed for unstable β phase Ti-Nb alloys containing 40 wt%
(equivalent to 26 at%) Nb (Hanada et al., 1985). In addition, failure
damage is enhanced by the presence of intergranular crack propagation
as shown in Fig. 6a3. One can also note the presence of a few fatigue
lines (Fig. 6a4) near which equiaxed dimples are observed. All these
results are in agreement with the poor fatigue life results (shown on
Fig. 4) of the CR/ST/WQ state under bending cycling. The cold-rolled
(CR) and cold-rolled aged (CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ, CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ))
specimens exhibit (respectively, Fig. 6b,c and d) more or less wide fast
fracture areas of brittle nature above which are observed stable crack
propagation zones. Fatigue cracks are always initiated from the tensile
surfaces and propagate parabolicaly towards the sample centers and
upper sample boards under compression.

For each of these three states (CR, CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ and CR/
573K‐7.2ks/WQ), the stable crack propagation zone exhibits, perpen-
dicularly to the fast crack propagation direction, equiaxed dimples near
fatigue lines (respectively, Fig. 6b2, c3 and d2) which could be
responsible for a ductile crack propagation.

While the CR and CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ states have equivalent
fatigue performances at 1% strain amplitude (Fig. 4), the cold-rolled
short-time-aged state fractography clearly shows additional uniform
distributed fatigue striations corresponding to micro secondary cracks
(Fig. 6c2). These weakening mechanisms can be analyzed as slip plane
decohesions due to the presence of α and isothermal ω intragranular

particles acting as an efficient barrier to dislocations movement
(Akahori et al., 2005). They could promote fatigue lines as suggested
by the comparison of 1% and 3% fatigue strain micrographs realized on
CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ (Fig. 6c2, Fig. 6c3 and Fig. 7).

The CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ state exhibits a relatively earlier weakness
in the LCF region compared to that of the CR and CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ
states (Fig. 4). This can be explained by the presence of additional
intergranular craks (Fig. 6d1) and a large proportion of microvoids
(Fig. 6d2). The first phenomenon can be related to the decohesion from
the β matrix caused by the presence of α particles at β grains
boundaries. The second one should probably be explained by the
relatively high proportion of (α+ω) particles within the β-grains. This
weaknening mechanism can result from a high stress concentration
around these numerous nanometric precipitates as from an incoher-
ence with the β-matrix due to a modification of chemical composition
in a local way (Hickman, 1969; Lyon, 1981; Hanada et al., 1985; Prima
et al., 2000b).

3.3.4. Discussion
As the cold-rolled, cold-rolled-aged and solution treated states

exhibit the same relative number of cycles at failure (Nf) in the LCF
region (at 1%, 2% and 3% strain), Nf CR > Nf CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ > Nf CR/

573K‐7.2ks/WQ (Fig. 4), the deformation mechanisms that have been
proposed for each state at 1% strain can be extended to the other strain
amplitudes in this region.

Furthermore, an inversion of the fatigue life performances has been
observed in the HCF region (at 0.5%), for the aged states. The CR/
573K‐7.2ks/WQ state exhibits a higher fatigue performance than that
of the CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ state. The relative number of cycles at
failure in the HCF region is as follow: Nf CR ≥ Nf CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ > Nf

CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ. Under high strain cyclic bending, a relatively high
density (α+ω) particles coupled with intergranular 40–60 nm α pre-
cipitates have a deleterious effect on the fatigue life while under low
strain cyclic bending their influence is less significant.

The fatigue fracture facies of the short time aged (0.6 ks) Ti-26Nb
alloy (equivalent in both the LCF and HCF areas) have established that
the 10–20 nm ω precipitates do not participate in the embrittlement of
the specimen by debonding. The ω particles seem to act as a barrier to
dislocation movement.

For the CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ specimen with a high density of both
(α+ω) intragranular precipitates and intergranular α phase, two embritle-
ment mechanisms according to cyclic fatigue area have been
proposed.The poor fatigue life of this specimen at high strain amplitudes
greater than 1% (LCF) has been related to the interfacial decohesion of the
ω precipitates from the matrix and intergranular decohesion due to the α
phase. At lower strain amplitude (0.5%), the CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ state
can be considered as a severe competitor against the CR state that has not
failed and for which the stress-induced-martensite α'' (Table 1) is initially
present. It has been reported that the longest fatigue life at low strain is
obtained for the highly-dislocated and the most strain-hardened states
(Sheremetyev et al., 2016). As the ω phase precipitation, which occurs
during the aging treatment, anneals further martensitic transformation
from β→α" (Ohmori et al., 1998), the good fatigue performances of the
CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ state at low strain amplitude can not be explained by

Fig. 5. (a) Macro, example of a specimen after partial fracture - view of the CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ state fatigued at 2% strain amplitude (b) Partial failure bending fatigue, views at 1 min
shooting interval (Microsoft HD Camera) - CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ at 0.5% strain.



a1 - brittle way failure damage, a2- Intragranular twinning, a3- intergranular crack propagation, 
a4- Fatigue lines near equiaxed dimples. 

b1-crack initiation and fast parabolic propagation area, b2- stable crack propagation area with fatigue 
striations and fatigue lines near equiaxed dimples. 

Fig. 6. Typical post-mortem SEM micrographs of whole fatigue fracture surface at 1% strain amplitude (LCF life region) for the (a) CR/ST/WQ, (b) CR, (c) CR/573K‐0.6ks/WQ and (d)
CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ states with focus on some damage details for each state.



the reversible β↔α" stress-induced phase transformation, corresponding
to a pseudoelasticity behavior in the loading-unloading process of the
fatigue tests, as it could be suggested for the CR state. Indeed, this
explanation can be supported by the results of tensile cycling tests

conducted on a high cold rolled metastable β TiNbSn alloy showing a
(β+α") structure in the elastic part of its stress-strain curve (low strain).
These results exhibit a pseudoelastic behavior that has been related to the
rearrangement of martensite variants formed by cold rolling and/or

c1-crack initiation and fast propagation 
areas,    

c2- stable crack propagation area,  

   c3-fatigue lines near equiaxed dimples. 

d1-fast parabolic propagation region and intergranular crack, d2- fatigue lines and microvoids. 

Fig. 6. (continued)



stress-induced martensitic transformation in the retained β phase
(Matsumoto et al., 2007). Considering that the CR/573K‐7.2ks/WQ state
exhibits the highest Young's modulus and the highest critical stress for
slip, it is suggested that the local micro-stresses around the α and ω
precipitates at low straining amplitude could remain below these thresh-
old constraints, involving elastic deformation (Sheremetyev et al., 2016).

4. Conclusion

The biocompatible metastable β-titanium Ti-26Nb alloy was the
subject of the present study. In order to use it for medical applications
as prosthesis and implants, it has to present a high resistance
associated with an elastic modulus close to that of the cortical bone,
as well as good fatigue performances. The principal aim of this work
was to comparatively examine the influence of the microstructure on
the performances under fatigue and under static tensile. For medical
applications type hip-joint, it is reported that fatigue loadings at low
strain amplitude ( < 1%) are representative. The main findings are as
follows:

1) Cold rolling process produces β+α” phase microstructure to which
is associated a low Young's modulus of 54 GPa and a critical stress
for slip of 900 MPa. At low straining amplitude, this state does not
fail, which is explained by successive loading unloading in the
domain of the β↔α" transformation,

2) The ST alloy with a single β phase has a low Young's modulus of
48 GPa and a recoverable tensile strain of 2%, and its super-
elasticity is largely due to the reversible phase. Its fatigue life does
not exceed one hundred thousand cycles, limiting it for medical
applications,

3) The cold rolled alloy aged at low temperature exhibits an intra-
granular (ω+α) phases whose volume fraction increases with the
holding time. An additional precipitation of intergranular α phase
at the β grains boundaries was observed for the longest isothermal
holding time. For quasi-static tensile tests, the microstructure
associated to the longer time aging induces an increase of the
Young's modulus and the critical stress, and makes the material
brittle after 2.6% strain amplitude. The low straining tends to
minimize the two proposed embritlement mechanisms related to
the interfacial decohesion of the ω precipitates from the matrix and
to the intergranular decohesion due to the α phase observed at the β
grains boundaries.

In conclusion, the best fatigue life performances of the Ti-26Nb alloy
at low strain amplitude are obtained through either a severe cold
deformation or a long-time aged material at low temperature inducing
respectively stress-induced martensite α'' and high density of intragra-
nular nanometric precipitates associated to intergranular α precipitates.

For biomedical applications the cold-hyperdeformed state will be
favoured as compared to the solution-treated and aged states according
to its Young's modulus, which is much closer to that of the bone.
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